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ABSTRACT
The baroclinic tidal regime of the fjord Loch Etive (Scotland) is studied. Analysis is performed on the
basis of both in situ data and numerical simulations, with the use of a fully nonlinear nonhydrostatic
fine-resolution model. It was found that the crest of the sill that separates Loch Etive into inner and outer
parts is subjected to a supercritical flow regime with maximum Froude numbers in excess of 5. Strong
supercritical conditions lead to the formation of flow separation just above the sill’s crest. As is inherent to
jet-type fjordic systems, this, in turn, leads to a weak nonlinear baroclinic wave response. On the other hand,
observations and numerical results also revealed the presence of propagating internal tidal waves with
amplitudes up to 10 m, several kilometers from the constriction. It is shown that these baroclinic tidal waves
are excited during the ebb phase over a section of the inner flank of the sill, at a depth below 30 m, where
the local Froude number is substantially less than unity. Thus Loch Etive simultaneously exhibits both weak
nonlinear response due to strong supercritical conditions with flow separation over the sill and a significant
linear baroclinic tidal response due to the deeper flank of the sill. In this respect, exhibiting both jet- and
wave-type behavior, Loch Etive can be referred to as a “hybrid type” fjord: the authors suggest that many
jet-type fjords will also generate a significant baroclinic response and should correctly fit into this new
category.
1. Introduction
Geological structures developed by glacial erosion
and partly filled with the seawater can be found along
the coasts of North and South America (poleward to
42°), Kerguelen Islands, South Georgia, Russian and
Canadian arctic archipelagos, New Zealand, Antarc-
tica, Greenland, Norway, Iceland, and northern United
Kingdom. They are called fjords, sounds, inlets, or
arms, depending on the country. On the west coast of
Scotland they are called “sea lochs.” Despite such a
large number of names these features are usually nar-
row and steep sided, extending below sea level, and
possess one or more submarine sills, which define the
deep basin(s), and there is usually a river discharging
into the head.
The presence of sills and narrows restricts the ex-
change of water between the open sea and the semien-
closed part of the fjord. Usually the deep water is
trapped behind a shallow sill and is able to penetrate
through the sill by the action of two processes: (i) in-
flowing water of higher density that sinks and replaces
the existing water mass (renewal) and (ii) vertical mix-
ing due to turbulent and molecular diffusion (e.g.,
Liungman 2000). Time periods when only the diffusive
processes are active are commonly termed stagnant pe-
riods, referring to the poor ventilation and the possible
development of anoxic conditions. Renewal involves
dense bottom currents and is usually a rapid process,
such that an entire basin may be renewed within several
days. Diffusion, on the other hand, is a slow process,
sometimes involving time scales of years. However,
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through diffusion, slow penetration of freshwater into
the deep waters of the sill basin is possible (Farmer and
Freeland 1983).
Water renewal is an intermittent phenomenon, which
is why it is important to understand the role of tides in
mixing around the sill, because the vertical mixing,
which essentially preconditions the deep water for its
subsequent renewal, is mainly driven by sill-generated
internal tides.
Defining U as a maximum value of tidal velocity over
the sill and c as the phase speed of an internal wave,
then from the hydraulic point of view (Farmer and Free-
land 1983; Stigebrandt and Aure 1989) the supercritical
conditions, for which U  c, imply that the kinetic en-
ergy exceeds potential energy of the baroclinic field,
thus inhibiting the development of wavelike behavior.
According to the criterion U  2c/3 or U  2c/3, all
fjords were divided by Stigebrandt and Aure (1989)
into jet type and wave type. In the first case the tidal jet
is assumed to be too fast for internal wave generation.
Later Stigebrandt (1999), investigating the energy
transfer from barotropic tides to baroclinic motions,
suggested several mechanisms that may cause resis-
tance to barotropic flow in fjords. If U  c we can
expect significant baroclinic wave drag (“wave basin”),
that is, generation of internal waves by oscillating baro-
tropic flow. The barotropic form drag is expected to
dominate when U  c and the flow takes the form of a
dissipating jet (“jet basin”). However, the measure-
ments in Loch Etive, which according to this classifica-
tion can be treated as a typical jet-type fjordic basin,
revealed the generation of mode-1 baroclinic tidal
waves (Inall et al. 2004, 2005).
Loch Etive, located on the west coast of Scotland
(Fig. 1a), is a 30-km-long sea loch. A basinwide survey
in its largest upper basin (Fig. 1b) was undertaken in
June 2001 in an attempt to follow the pathways by
which the barotropic energy disperses into and dissi-
pates within the loch. Three moorings were deployed
along the axis of the basin at stations RE5 (deep, water
depth 145 m), RE3 (intermediate, water depth 60
m), and S1 (on the sill, water depth 15 m): all were in-
strumented with RDI acoustic Doppler current profil-
ers (ADCPs), Vemco temperature loggers, and Seabird
temperature, salinity, pressure sensors (TSP) at levels
throughout the water column at stations RE5 and RE3
and a single TSP sensor at S1 on the seabed (Fig. 1b).
At S1 a 1200-kHz ADCP was deployed on the seabed
(0.5-m bins, 60-s ensembles, 120 pings per ensemble)
with a single TSP sensor (120-s sampling). At RE5 a
300-KHz ADCP was moored in line at 12 m above the
bed (8-m bins, 120-s ensembles, 12 pings per ensemble),
10 temperature sensors were deployed with vertical
spacing of 10 m (20-min sampling), and a TSP sensor
was at 119 m above the bed. At RE3 a 600-kHz ADCP
was deployed at 5.5 m above the bed (2-m bins, 60-s
ensembles, 40 pings per ensemble), and six temperature
sensors were deployed with 8-m vertical spacing
(sample interval 3 min). Seabird 911 CTD profiles were
taken at all stations at regular intervals throughout the
experiment. At station RE5 a salinity-compensated
temperature minimum of 9.24°C exists at 35 m (at the
surface, the temperature is 12.5°C, while at the bed it
has the value 10.0°C). The temperature inversion re-
flects the (irregular) timing of the previous deep-water
renewal of the basin.
FIG. 1. (a) Location map of Loch Etive and (b) coastal outline of Loch Etive fjord system
showing the positions of moored instruments at S1, RE5, and RE3.
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The moored instruments along the axis of the basin
revealed oscillations of the pycnocline below sill depth
(up to 10-m amplitude at RE5 and RE3), with charac-
teristics close to a progressive linear harmonic internal
wave (Fig. 2). A vessel-mounted 300-kHz ADCP
(VMADCP) transect was repeated seven times, run-
ning from the deep basin toward the sill. Sailing into the
flooding tide on each transect at approximately 1 kt,
each transect took approximately 35 min to complete.
The vertical bin size was set to 2 m; 20-s ensembles give
an effective horizontal resolution of approximately 10 m.
In this paper we describe in detail both the super-
critical flow processes at the sill and the simultaneous,
linear baroclinic tidal response of the basin. The dis-
tinct physical processes at work in these two regimes
are explained and an interpretation is offered of the
simultaneous wave- and jet-type behavior of this fjord.
The paper proceeds as follows: the mathematical
model is described in section 2, section 3 presents the
Froude number analysis, and the theoretical and obser-
vational investigation of the tidal response of Loch
Etive is given in section 4. Section 5 discusses a baro-
clinic tidal forcing analysis, a budget of tidal energy is
discussed in section 6, and a summary and conclusions
are presented in section 7.
2. Model description
Figure 3 shows the studied area of Loch Etive con-
taining a constriction and a sill. It covers the upper
basin of Loch Etive, which has a minimum sill depth of
10 m and a maximum basin depth of 145 m. The bottom
topography in the vicinity of the sill is characterized by
a U-shaped profile across the channel with steep slopes
near the shoreline and a gently sloping bottom far from
it. In such a situation a rectangular cross section is a
good approximation to the real loch configuration. Far
from the sill (in the inner deep basin) the shape of the
cross section is more complicated and is best character-
ized by a V-shaped rather than a U-shaped profile. The
use of a rectangular cross section far from the sill is
therefore not as accurate as in the sill region. Fortu-
nately, the deep part of the loch is not a place of inter-
nal wave generation (as will be shown below), and so
FIG. 2. Vertical temperature structure over four M2 tidal cycles at (a) RE5 and (b) RE3. The
contour interval equals 0.2°C.
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the actual profile of the bottom here is not as important
as in the sill region.
In the model the depth beyond the region of the sill
is set to be constant (60 m seaward and 145 m land-
ward), and variable cross-channel bottom topography
was replaced by a rectangle of the same cross section.
We use the right-handed Cartesian coordinate sys-
tem, in which the x axis is along the loch with positive
x directed landward, the y axis is across the loch
bathymetry, and the z axis is directed vertically upward.
The bottom topography is assumed to be a function of
x only, H  H(x) is a thalweg depth; and the width of
the channel is denoted by 2b(x); see Figs. 4a and 4b.
The density distribution 0(z) for the model calcula-
tion was taken from the measurements at station RE5
(Fig. 5a). For the observational buoyancy frequency
N(z)  (g0z/0)
1/2, g is the acceleration due to gravity
(dotted line) and its theoretical presentation (solid line)
shows that the pycnocline in Loch Etive is very sharp
and is located just beneath the free surface (at 4-m
depth; see Figs. 5a and 5b).
A nonhydrostatic, fully nonlinear numerical model
based on the laterally averaged Reynolds equations in
the Boussinesq approximation is applied to the domain
(Vlasenko et al. 2002). The system has the form
t 
J, 	
2b

bxz
2b2
 g
x
0

AHxz	xz  AHxx	xx  AVxz	xz  AVzz	zz
2b

bx
AHxx	x  AVxz	z
2b2
and
t 
J, 	
2b

0
g
N2z	x 
2bKHx	x  2bKVz	z
2b
. 1	
Here  is the streamfunction and  is the vorticity,
u 
z
2b
, w  
x
2b
, and
 
xx
2b

zz
2b

bxx
2b2
, 2	
where u and w are the components of the velocity in the
x and z directions, respectively; 0 is a constant average
value of density;    (x, z, t) is a wave-induced de-
viation of the stable undisturbed background density
0(z); AV, KV, AH, and KH are the coefficients of ver-
tical and horizontal eddy viscosity and turbulent diffusion,
and J(A, B)  Ax Bz  Az Bx is the Jacobian operator.
FIG. 3. Detailed bathymetry of the sill area from a side-scan sonar survey. Location of the sill
ADCP (S1), the vessel-mounted ADCP transect (black line), and the mooring at RE5 are shown.
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The vertical turbulent viscosity AV and diffusivity KV
are determined by the Richardson number–dependent
parameterization (Pacanowski and Philander 1981),
namely,
AV 
A0
1  Ri	k
 Ab and KV 
AV
1  Ri
 Kb,
3	
where Ri is the Richardson number
Ri 
N2z	
uz
2 .
Here Ab and Kb are the background dissipation param-
eters and A0, , and k are the adjustable parameters.
Such a parameterization for the vertical turbulent ki-
nematical viscosity AV and diffusivity KV increases their
values in the areas where the Richardson number Ri is
small. The application of a Richardson number param-
eterization gave very robust results for the modeling of
supercritical water exchange in the strait of the Dar-
danelles (Stashchuk and Hutter 2001) and baroclinic
tidal dynamics in the Trondheimsfjord (Vlasenko et al.
2002).
The values of horizontal eddy viscosity AH and tur-
bulent diffusion KH were taken as small as possible to
allow the effective energy cascading from large to small
scales (short internal waves) on the one hand (the large
value of the diffusivity suppresses this processes) and to
secure the stability of our numerical scheme on the
other. The basic series of calculations was performed
with the values AH  KH  0.1 m
2 s1.
We are only interested here in the baroclinic tidal
response of the system, and thus the “rigid lid” ap-
proximation for the boundary conditions at the surface
z  0 is used. Introducing the barotropic tidal forcing as
an oscillating tidal flow with the maximum discharge
0, the following condition is valid for the streamfunc-
tion at the surface:
x, 0, t	  0 f t	 and z  0, 4	
where f(t) is the temporal tidal function, which includes
an asymmetry between flood and ebb tide as seen in the
observations (Inall et al. 2004). Vanishing mass flux
through the water surface and absence of wind forcing
at z  0 give the following boundary conditions:
  0 and z  0. 5	
The contour z  H(x) is a streamline through
which zero mass flux is required:
  0,   0, and n  0, 6	
FIG. 4. Schematic diagram of the loch: (a) a plan view of the model channel at the sill; (b)
topography of the sill (solid line is real sill; the model sill is shown with a broken line).
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where the subscript n identifies the direction perpen-
dicular to the bottom surface. The vorticity at the bot-
tom 0 is calculated from the streamfunction obtained
at the previous temporal step.
At the lateral “liquid” boundaries, “zero” values of
perturbation were imposed. To avoid the influence of
these boundaries on the modeling results due to the
wave reflection, they were distanced from the sill. Thus
the leading generated wave does not reach any of the
liquid boundaries during the numerical experiment.
Equations (1)–(6) along with zero initial conditions
for all unknown variables are solved numerically by
means of the alternating-direction implicit method.
The detail of numerical procedure can be found in
(Vlasenko et al. 2005).
It was useful to perform a  transformation of coor-
dinates [  z /H(x)] and to transform the physical
domain with variable depth into a rectangular compu-
tational area. In the vertical, 140 grid points were used.
The channel breadth 2b(x) is decreased from 1660 to
285 m in the sill area and then increased up to 1080 m
in the upper-basin direction (Fig. 4a). It was found that
by taking t  1 s, x  2.5 m, z  0.07–1.0 m, A0 
5  103 m2 s1, Ab  10
4 m2 s1, k  1,   1, and
Kb  10
5 m2 s1, the numerical scheme was very
stable.
3. Froude number analysis
The model is forced with the tidal flow discharged
into the upper basin, 0  2b(x)U(x)H(x) [see Eq.
FIG. 5. (a) Conventional density t (kg m
3) profile measured at station RE5. (b) Buoyancy
frequency N (s1) at station RE5: the experimental profile is denoted by a dashed line and a solid
line shows its theoretical representation. (c) Distribution of the mode-1 phase speed (m s1) along
the sill.
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(4)]. The barotropic flow over the sill was measured
by the sill-mounted ADCP (Fig. 6). Using these
measurements the forcing flow is specified as 0 
2btopUmaxHtop, where Umax is the maximum value of the
barotropic tidal velocity above the highest point of the
sill (see Fig. 4b). Figure 6 shows a fast short flood tide,
reaching 1.3 m s1 (0.6 m s1) at springs (neaps), and a
slower longer ebb, reaching 0.38 m s1 (0.27 m s1)
at springs (neaps). A 14-day bottom pressure record
measured by sensors leveled in on either side of the sill
reveals asymmetry in the barotropic forcing of the up-
per basin, presumably as a result of constrictions sea-
ward of the sill (Inall et al. 2004).
Observations show a more than fourfold temporal
variability of the tidal forcing, which raises the question
of whether Loch Etive can be classified as a jet-type
fjord for every tidal cycle, especially during the ebb
phase. The answer to this can be found on the basis of
a Froude number analysis, with the primary nondimen-
sional parameter controlling the dynamics of stratified
flow in the sill area:
Fr 
U
c
, 7	
where U is tidal velocity and c is the phase speed of
internal wave. If Fr is smaller than unity, the waves can
freely propagate in the channel and a subcritical regime
exists, otherwise (Fr  1) the internal waves become
arrested and energy is released through an internal hy-
draulic jump.
In the case of stratified fluid we can find Fr for all
infinite number of internal modes. Taking into account
that the first mode is the fastest wave then its Froude
number will be the lowest one. Thus, estimation of the
first-mode Fr number can show the hydraulic response
of the stratified flow. For arbitrary stratification the
phase speed can only be found numerically by solving a
boundary value problem (BVP) as shown below.
With a knowledge of the bottom profile (Fig. 4b) and
the fluid stratification (Fig. 5b), the local phase speed c
of the internal waves and the vertical structure of baro-
clinic modes G(z) can be estimated from the following
BVP:
d2G
dz2

N2z	
c2
G  0 and G0	  GH	  0. 8	
Calculations of the phase speed c based on Eq. (8) show
that the phase speed of mode-1 internal wave increases
from 0.22 m s1 on the top of Loch Etive sill to 0.33
m s1 in the deep part of the basin (see Fig. 5c). If so,
simple calculations show that the maximum Froude
number over the sill varies in the range from 1.2 for the
neap ebb tide to almost 5.9 for the spring flood phase of
the tide. Figure 6 shows that the majority of the flood
tide corresponds to a supercritical regime and the ebb
tide is also subjected to critical conditions. Thus, based
on these estimations, Loch Etive can be classified as a
jet-type fjord during flood and ebb phase, which is tra-
ditionally characterized by a very weak baroclinic re-
sponse to tidal forcing. Simultaneous measurements
from the middle of Loch Etive presented in Fig. 2 show
a significant baroclinic tide. Such a contradiction de-
mands further precise investigation of flow behavior in
the vicinity of the sill.
4. Theoretical and observational investigation of
tidal response of Loch Etive
The study of Loch Etive’s response to the tidal forc-
ing approaching spring tides is based on a combination
FIG. 6. Depth-averaged cross-sill flow from the sill-moored ADCP (S1) over a 21-day period.
Positive values are for tide flooding into the upper basin. Thick horizontal lines divide subcritical
(Fr  1) and supercritical (Fr  1) regimes.
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of numerical and observational results and their com-
parison, where appropriate. We start our analysis with
the tidal current corresponding to 19 June in Fig. 6
(beginning of the VMADCP measurements in Loch
Etive). The maximum of tidal velocity during this cycle
was 1 m s1.
Results from the numerical runs showing time series
of the density for the first half of the tidal cycle are
presented in Fig. 7. Note that in the present case, be-
cause of the large value of the velocity of the flow
above the sill in comparison with the phase speed of the
mode-1 waves (Fig. 5c), the tidal current is strongly
supercritical during the substantial part of the flood
stage. Figure 7a shows that two systems of unsteady lee
waves are generated above both slopes of the sill (frag-
ments I and II). Being trapped by the accelerating su-
percritical current, these waves are carried away to the
lee side of the sill (cf. Figs. 7a and 7b). Here a baroclinic
hydraulic jump is formed as a result of the supercritical
conditions (Fig. 7c).
The hydraulic jump is swept downstream and ar-
rested for a substantial part of the tidal cycle (for about
3.5 h) at a distance of 250 m from the middle of the sill
(see Figs. 7c–e). The jump looks like a solitary wave
with a horizontal scale of 50 m and an amplitude of 25
m. It starts to move upstream as the tidal flux slackens,
and by t  5 h 47 min it propagates 75 m upstream (Fig.
7e). The jump dramatically attenuates because of the
mixing (Figs. 7e,f), and it is almost fully incorporated
into a new less-pronounced hydraulic jump, which is
formed on the seaward part of the sill during the ebb
phase of the tide (Fig. 7g).
Additional information about the dynamics of strong
supercritical flow over the sill’s crest can be obtained
from the comparative analysis of ADCP data collected
over the sill and velocity fields found numerically. Fig-
ures 8 and 9 represent in situ (Figs. 8a and 9a) and
model-predicted (Figs. 8b and 9b) vertical sections of
the horizontal velocity for two different moments of
flow evolution (for t  1 h 16 min and t  2 h 30 min in
Figs. 8 and 9, respectively). A first look at these two
series shows that the experimentally and numerically
derived velocity fields coincide in their general fea-
tures. Both show the flow separation in the area of the
crest of the sill, as predicted for jet-type flow (Farmer
and Freeland 1983). In theoretical and experimental
fields the separation point can be identified somewhere
at the depth between 25 and 35 m.
Moreover in situ and numerical velocities in both
series (Figs. 8 and 9) reveal not only large-scale con-
formity but also coincide in many details. Figure 8 rep-
resents an initial stage of tidal cycle (1 h after the be-
ginning), which corresponds to the intermediate stage
between generation of lee waves (Fig. 7a) and fully
developed hydraulic jump (Fig. 7d). Analysis of Figs. 8a
and 8b along with the density field representing the
same moment in time (Fig. 7b) allows one to interpret
the measurements more completely and accurately. In-
tensification of the flow near the bottom, namely, the
fragment aa in the experimental velocity field in Fig.
8a, can be found also in Fig. 8b. Both correspond to the
downstream-propagating bottom flow, which is clearly
seen in the density field (fragment aa in Fig. 7b) and
is the cophase line of internal lee waves. The stagnation
area formed above this intensified flow is also clearly
seen in both experimental and numerical fields.
The velocity fields presented in Fig. 9 are different
from those given in Fig. 8. An evident distinction be-
tween them is that in Fig. 9 the flow above the sill crest
is intensified near the surface, whereas the stagnation
zone is formed near the bottom. An additional stagna-
tion area can be identified near the surface just behind
the sill crest. The difference between Figs. 8 and 9 is
explained because the latter represents a later stage of
the flow evolution (t  2 h 30 min), when a quasi-
stationary hydraulic jump was fully developed down-
stream of the sill (clearly seen in Fig. 7c). The hydraulic
jump leads to descending water (up to 20 m) and the
formation of a stagnation area near the surface and
ahead of the jump.
A definite disagreement in horizontal scales of the
intensification and stagnation areas in experimental
and numerical fields in Figs. 8 and 9 should be noted.
This discrepancy can be explained in terms of the shape
of the bottom profile, which differs slightly in the two
cases; smoothed theoretical bottom topography, as was
mentioned above, was obtained by averaging the real
bottom topography, which varies slightly across the
channel. However, the agreement between numerical
and experimental patterns can be classified as very sat-
isfactory.
The results presented above have shown that being
exposed to a strong tidal forcing in the sill area, Loch
Etive behaves as a typical jet-type fjordic system with
localized baroclinic response. However, the observa-
tions at some distance landward of the sill contradict
this statement. In situ measurements of temperature
and velocity collected by a thermistor chain and ADCP
placed at station RE5, a distance of 2 km from the sill,
are presented in Fig. 10a. The temporal variability of
temperature reveals the strong M2 baroclinic tidal sig-
nal with a vertical amplitude of about 10 m. The over-
laid velocity field indicates also that the registered sig-
nal is in fact a progressive wave, propagating from the
sill into the loch. The progressive nature of the baro-
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FIG. 7. Model-predicted evolution of the conventional density t (kg m
3) during the first half
of the tidal cycle on 19 Jun (beginning of the measurements in Loch Etive) when maximum tidal
velocity was 1 m s1. The direction of tide and intensity are given by arrows. The contour interval
equals 0.25 (kg m3). Fragments I and II show two systems of unsteady lee waves.
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clinic disturbance is evident from the phase alignment
of velocity and isotherm displacement perturbations.
Time series of density sections obtained numerically
at the same distance from the sill as station RE5 are
shown in Fig. 10b (solid lines). The coincidence be-
tween numerical and experimental profiles is remark-
able: the form and the amplitude of waves are the same.
Both wave series appear asymmetrical in shape, with
short steep troughs and longer flatter crests. At first
glance the oscillations do not appear to possess the
characteristics of linear internal waves. However, it
should be noted that the tidal velocity found in the sill
FIG. 8. (a) Observed cross-sill flow during the flood tide from the (left) sill toward (right) RE5
from the vessel-mounted ADCP. Positive values indicate flow from left to right; (b) model-
predicted horizontal velocity field at 1 h 16 min after the beginning of flood tide motion. The
fragments a–a denote similar areas of flow intensification.
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area (Fig. 6) is asymmetrical, with a shorter, faster flood
phase in comparison with ebb phase. (A second reason
for the asymmetry is discussed in the next section.)
Thus, being basically a jet-type fjord, Loch Etive,
however, produces a remarkable baroclinic tidal re-
sponse. This response appears to be generated on the
landward flank of the sill. Note, however, that this sug-
gestion is in conflict with the findings of the previous
section that stratified tidal flux separates from the bot-
tom in the area of the sill’s crest. As a result, the sepa-
FIG. 9. The same as in Fig. 8 but for t  2 h 30 min. Thick solid and dashed lines show similar
areas of stagnation and intensification, respectively.
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FIG. 10. (a) Vertical structure of along-axis baroclinic currents (102 m s1) at RE5 on 19 Jun
with isotherms overlaid (°C). (b) Modeled vertical density (kg m3) structure at a distance of 2
km from the sill (equivalent to RE5 location). Solid lines correspond to real sill. Dashed lines
show the density field obtained for truncated sill (25-m top). Depth is in meters.
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rating flow propagates horizontally from the sill as a jet
(without streamlines following the topography) and
therefore cannot produce vertical oscillations. In fact,
the streamlines define a new “effective” upper bound-
ary with a horizontal profile that coincides with the
lower boundary of the jet.
An important point to note is that the process of jet
formation to the right of the sill takes place during only
half of the tidal cycle (the flood phase). The key point
in understanding the generation mechanism is that the
barotropic water flux reverses during the second half of
the tidal cycle (the ebb phase) and water moves sea-
ward. At this stage a jet will form on the seaward side
of the sill, but on the landward side the motions will be
slow and laminar because of the large cross section of
the channel (large depth and width). It should be noted
that a similar situation exists on the seaward flank of
the sill during flood phase, and this situation is shown in
Fig. 7: to the left (seaward) of the sill isolines follow the
inclined bottom even though the flux is separated from
bottom to the right (landward) of it. A similar process
will take place on the landward flank of the sill during
the ebb, such that the tidal flow streamlines the bottom
topography, produces vertical oscillations, and gener-
ates an internal tide.
This mechanism also explains why the baroclinic tidal
waves observed in the experiment (Fig. 10a) and ob-
tained numerically (Fig. 10b) are asymmetric: these
waves are generated only during one-half of the tidal
cycle according to the “half-tidal-period” generation
mechanism, so they must possess an asymmetry in their
shape.
5. Spatial distribution of tidal forcing
To check the ideas formulated above about the pos-
sible reasons for internal tide generation, we now per-
form some quantitative estimates. The first parameter
to be analyzed is the distribution of the Froude number
along the loch Fr(x).
Note that the estimates of the Froude number over
the inclined bottom across the loch sill may be incorrect
in the areas of the flow separation because the profile
of the “effective obstacle” defined by the separation
streamline does not coincide with real sill topography.
However, in the places where tide streamlines follow
the topography without separation (to the left of the sill
during the flood phase and to the right of it during the
ebb) the Froude number can be calculated taking into
account the variability of the mode-1 phase speed c
presented in Fig. 5c, as well as the variations of the
barotropic tidal velocity U due to depth (Fig. 4a) and
width changes (Fig. 4b) in the channel. Figure 11a
shows the distribution of the Froude number to the left
of the sill for the flood phase of the tidal cycle, while
Fig. 11e represents Fr(x) for the ebb to the right of the
sill’s crest. Figure 11 consists of two columns, where the
left-hand one (Figs. 11a–d) corresponds to the left flank
of the sill and the right-hand column (Figs. 11e–h)
shows its right flank.
Figure 11 shows that the area with the largest values
of Fr coincides with the flat part of the sill. On the other
hand it is well known that internal waves are generated
by the interaction of tide with inclined topography, and
it is unlikely that strong supercritical tidal flow propa-
gating over the flat sill top generates internal waves.
For the ebb tide presented on the right-hand side of
Fig. 11, the Froude number is less than one for most of
the inclined landward part of the sill (Fig. 11f). To the
right of point A in Fig. 11f the Froude number is less
than 0.2. The low value of Fr denotes that in this area
the generation process on the basis of a linear theory is
appropriate. If so, let us estimate the intensity of the
internal tide generation force on the basis of the fol-
lowing formula introduced by Baines (1973):
F  00z
N2z	
2bx	  1Hx, 9	
where  is a tidal frequency. Equation (9) shows that
with the given stratification, N(z), the generation of
internal waves strictly depends on the value of the tidal
discharge 0, and the inclination of the bottom topog-
raphy Hx.
A smoothed pycnocline Eq. (A8) (shown in appendix
A and Fig. A1) is used in the analysis as the background
fluid stratification. This profile with the input param-
eters Hp  3.4 m, Np  0.091 s
1, and Hp  6 m
represents the observed buoyancy frequency very accu-
rately. An advantage of this law of fluid stratification is
that it has an analytical solution Eq. (A9) of the bound-
ary value problem Eq. (A6). Therefore the phase speed
of internal waves can also be expressed analytically in
terms of elementary functions, see Eq. (A11).
Taking this fact into account and presenting the tidal
flow as U(x)  0/2b(x)H(x), Eq. (9) can be rewritten
in terms of the Froude number and bottom profile H(x)
as follows:
F  
0zN
2z	
2
NpHp
Frx	Hx
px	Hx	
, 10	
where the function p(x) is described in appendix A.
This new Eq. (10) shows that the intensity of the tidal
forcing depends on the product of Fr(x) and a bottom
function Hx/H(x)p(x).
It can be seen from Eq. (10) that the x- and z-de-
pendent parts of the function F are separable, namely,
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F x, z	  
0NpHp
2
Dz	Mx	, 11	
where D(z)  zN2(z) and M(x)  Fr(x)Hx /H(x)p(x). It
is therefore sufficient for a comparative analysis to con-
sider only the x-dependent part of Eq. (10) to evaluate
the specific input of different fragments of the sill to the
internal tide generation process. The dependence M(x)
is shown in Figs. 11d and 11h.
It is clear that Eq. (10) is valid only in a linear case in
which Fr K 1, although the function F was formally
estimated beyond this range (dashed lined in Figs. 11d
and 11h). Filled circles marked with letters A and B in
Fig. 11 represent the maximum values of the tidal forc-
ing and corresponding positions on the sill’s profile. It is
seen from Fig. 11a that in case of flood tide the maxi-
mum Froude number equals 1.2 in the position of maxi-
mal value of tidal forcing, so the linear theory is not
valid here. For the ebb tide the maximum value of tidal
forcing F to the right of the sill’s crest occurs in the
place where Fr  0.2. This point at the sill’s slope is
marked by the letter A (see Fig. 11h).
The analysis presented above shows that even though
the top of the sill is subjected to strong supercritical
FIG. 11. (a), (e) Froude number; (b), (f) sill depth; (c), (g) channel width; and (d), (h) M(x) 
Fr(x)HxHp/H(x)p(x) vs distance from sill; (left) negative and (right) positive.
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conditions, its specific input into the energy transfor-
mation from barotropic tide to baroclinic waves can be
considered as negligible, and a linear response of the
loch sill produced to the left of point B in Fig. 11b and
to the right of point A in Fig. 11f can be basically ex-
pected.
The following numerical experiment was carried out
to test this idea. Let us imagine that Loch Etive has a
deeper sill with depth 25 m instead of 10 m. In such a
case the absence of the strongly nonlinear crest–sill ef-
fects will be reduced, but the linear part of the solution
should remain the same because, according to the
graphics of Fig. 11, the area, which is responsible for the
generation of linear internal waves, still remains in the
new sill configuration. If so, the linear part of the wave
field inside the loch even after the “top-cut” procedure
should be the same as for the original topography.
Analysis of the wave fields generated by the interaction
of the tide with two different sill topographies (original
and truncated) can confirm or reject this hypothesis.
Figure 10b contains time series of isopycnals obtained 2
km off the sill where solid lines correspond to real sill
and dashed lines were found for ad hoc (25 m) configu-
ration. Comparison of the density fields shows that
both look very alike with only small differences in de-
tails.
6. Budget of tidal energy
The energy of the incoming barotropic tidal wave
over the sill splits into several parts (e.g., Klymak and
Gregg 2004; Inall et al. 2005). A large part is lost be-
cause of frictional retardation in the bottom boundary
layer. Another part is radiated from the sill as barotro-
pic and baroclinic waves. An important sink of energy
is the generation of baroclinic tides.
According to Farmer and Freeland (1983), averaging
over the tidal cycle the mean dissipation flux J lost over
the sill is expressed in terms of barotropic tidal current
amplitude Umax and the amplitude of the tidal surface
elevation amax over the sill as follows:
J 
1
2
0gAsamaxUmax cos	, 12	
where As is the cross-sectional area on top of the sill,
and  is the phase difference between the cross-sill
barotropic flow and the free surface elevation over the
sill. According to observations (Inall et al. 2004), the
phase difference  was equal to 81° at spring tide,
which indicates partial damping of the barotropic
standing waves landward to the sill. The linear error on
this phase difference, estimated from the least squares
fitting of an M2 signal to the velocity and surface eleva-
tion records, is 1.5°.
For the conditions at Loch Etive Eq. (12) predicts
1.2  0.2  106 W energy loss of the surface tide (esti-
mations for 19 June), which is about 16% of the total
incoming barotropic tidal energy (Inall et al. 2004). The
part of barotropic tidal energy transformed directly to
baroclinic tides and propagating landward as a purely
progressive wave can be estimated from the observa-
tions at station RE5 (Fig. 10a) and with the use of the
model results obtained at this site (Fig. 10b). Both time
series show that vertical displacements of isopycnals
have tidal periodicity and can be treated as a predomi-
nantly first baroclinic-mode progressive wave (evi-
denced from the phase relationship between velocity
and isopycnal displacement; Fig. 10).
The amplitude a1 of vertical isopycnal displacements
is equal to about 10 m. Taking this value as an ampli-
tude of baroclinic tidal wave propagating from the sill,
one can apply Eq. (B5) developed in appendix B to
estimate the horizontal energy flux Jx transported by
the first-mode internal tidal wave. Application of Eq.
(B5) to the monochromatic wave with amplitude of
a1  10 m propagating in a stratified fluid described by
a smoothed pycnocline Eq. (A8) with parameters Hp 
3.4 m, Np  0.092 s
1, and HP  6 m gives a value of
the horizontal energy flux (J1 integrated through the
horizontal cross section of the loch at the position of
station RE5) equal to 0.34  106 W. From this estimate
it is clear that almost 30% of the barotropic tidal energy
loss in the sill’s area is transformed into a baroclinic
tidal wave propagating landward. On the basis of Fig.
11d a comparable fraction of energy (or greater frac-
tion, depending on the Froude number at which the
linear theory breaks down) is lost during the generation
of waves propagating seaward. However, it should be
noted that this prediction is based purely on the linear
Baines (1973) formulation, without further modeling or
observational support.
These calculations of the baroclinic tidal drag for
Loch Etive are similar to estimations performed by
Klymak and Gregg (2004) of the tidal power withdrawn
from barotropic tide into baroclinic tides for Knight
Inlet (British Columbia, Canada). They found after a
thorough analysis of the experimental data that two-
thirds of the incoming tidal energy radiates away from
the sill as internal waves, whereas only one-third is lost
in the sill area as a result of the processes of eddy
generation and internal and skin friction. In fact, this
result confirmed the hypothesis formulated two de-
cades ago by Stacey (1984, 1985), who investigated the
energy balance in the Observatory and Knight Inlets.
Despite the fact that the maximum Froude number in
both these fjords was close to unity, Stacey (1985) ap-
plied a simple linear model for calculation of the effi-
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ciency of the baroclinic wave drag and found that a
substantial part of barotropic tidal energy was trans-
formed into internal waves. Moreover, the use of a sim-
plified bottom topography in his model, namely, a
knife-edge barrier instead of the real profiles, can lead
one to the conclusion that strongly nonlinear processes
occurring around the sill’s crest (viz. generation of the
lee waves, hydraulic jumps) make a small impact on the
total baroclinic tidal drag. In general, this conclusion
was confirmed by Klymak and Gregg (2004) for Knight
Inlet and by this study of Loch Etive.
7. Summary and conclusions
The classification of fjords into jet- and wave-type
basins began from the July–December 1986 field pro-
gram of Stigebrandt and Aure (1989), which included
30 different fjords with 47 different sill basins. Having
data from many sill basins, the idea was to find a ge-
neric relationship between the energy flux from baro-
tropic to internal tides and jets and the rate of work
actually performed by turbulence against the buoyancy
forces. In fjords, internal tides are basically generated
by the interaction of a barotropic tidal wave with the
sills. If the velocity of the tidal flow is relatively large it
was hypothesized that the tide is too fast to generate
internal waves over the sill and the basin is considered
a jet-type fjord.
To specify whether a fjord is of jet or wave type,
Stigebrandt and Aure (1989) used the densimetric
Froude number to be larger or smaller than 2/3. The
Froude number was defined as the ratio between the
maximal value of mean tidal phase speed in the sill
section us0 and phase speed ci of internal waves. To find
the value of ci a simple two-layer model was used,
which incorporated the depth of the density interface
located at the sill’s top, and ci is given by the standard
formula
ci  g2  1		2 
HtHb	Ht  Hb	
1	2, 13	
where 1 (2) is the mean density above (below) the
interface, and Ht (Hb) is the depth of the upper (lower)
layer.
Thus for the mean value of tidal velocity above the
sill in the upper part of Loch Etive of us0  1 m s
1 and
phase speed of the internal tidal wave found by Eq. (13)
of ci  0.43 m s
1, Froude number Fr  2.3 and Loch
Etive should be considered as jet-type basin for which
generation of internal waves is suppressed. In the case
of a continuously stratified fluid it follows from the
BVP, Eq. (8), that the actual Froude number can reach
a value of 5.9. So, only a weak baroclinic tidal response
might be anticipated in Loch Etive. However, in situ
measurements (Figs. 2 and 10) made several kilometers
distant from the sill revealed a remarkable baroclinic
tidal signal, which allowed us to make the conclusion
that a jet tide nevertheless generates significant internal
tidal waves.
To determine the nature of the internal tide genera-
tion mechanism, analysis of the tidal regime in the area
of the Loch Etive sill was performed on the basis of in
situ data and the results of a numerical model. In com-
parison with the recently published model results by
Xing and Davies (2006) we used an asymmetrical tidal
forcing for ebb and flood phase, real fluid stratification,
and variable cross section of the loch. It was found that
the crest of the sill, with a depth of approximately 10 m,
is subjected to strong supercritical conditions with the
development of flow separation just above the sill’s
crest. This, in turn, leads to a weak nonlinear baroclinic
wave response, as is expected for jet-type fjordic sys-
tems. On the other hand, observations and numerical
results also revealed the presence of a linear tidal in-
ternal wave with an amplitude of up to 10 m, several
kilometers from the constriction. Analysis of tidal forc-
ing allowed us to identify the place of their generation
with the help of Eq. (10) [or Eq. (11)]. Linear baroclinic
tidal waves are excited during the ebb tide over the
basic part of the inner flank of the sill at a depth below
30 m, where local Froude number is substantially less
than unity. It was found that almost 30% of the baro-
tropic tidal energy loss in the sill’s area is transformed
into a baroclinic tidal wave propagating landward.
Based on the linear theory it is likely that a comparable
or greater fraction of barotropic energy is partitioned to
the generation of waves propagating seaward.
In terms of the classification of fjords as jet type or
wave type, Loch Etive possesses characteristics of both:
a very weak nonlinear response due to strong super-
critical conditions with flow separation over the sill is
combined with a remarkable linear signal produced by
the rest of the obstacle. It has more recently been ac-
knowledged that jet-type fjords can also generate inter-
nal tides (e.g., Allen and Simpson 1998; Stigebrandt
1999; Tinis and Pond 2001), but the generation mecha-
nism demonstrated here has not hitherto been dis-
cussed in detail.
In this respect Loch Etive can be referred to as a
“hybrid type” fjord, which is probably more of an ap-
propriate classification for many other fjordic systems.
The importance of this result is that significantly more
energy than hitherto indicated may be available for di-
apycnal buoyancy fluxes in the interior of jet-type
fjords. This has implications for estimates of renewal
periodicity and consequently estimates of the risk of an
adverse biochemical status of the deep waters of many
fjords (e.g., anoxia and eutrophication).
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APPENDIX A
Boundary Value Problem for
Smoothed Pycnocline
In the linear case the governing system of equations
for internal waves reads
ut  P˜x 	0, wt  P˜z 	0  g˜ 	0,
˜t  w0z  0, and ux  wz  0. Al	
Here P˜ is the wave-induced pressure; all other desig-
nations are the same as in section 2. For periodic mo-
tions
{u, w, P˜, }  u˚, w˚, P˚, ˚x, z	 expi
t	. A2	
The equation system (Al) after the introduction of a
streamfunction (u  z, w  x) is reduced to a
single differential equation
zz  
N
2z	  
2
2xx  0. A3	
Appropriate boundary conditions for baroclinic wave
motions are
x, 0	  x,  H 	  0. A4	
The equation system (A3) and (A4) admits a periodical
solution
  gjz	 expikjx	, A5	
where gj(z) and kj are the vertical structure function
and the wavenumber of jth baroclinic mode, respec-
tively. The following BVP is valid for the definition of
gj(z) and kj :
gj  
N
2z	  
2 	
2kj
2gj  0 and
gj0	  gjH 	  0, A6	
where primes denote second derivative with respect to z.
In a very general case of an arbitrary stratified fluid,
the BVP Eq. (A6) can be solved only numerically.
However, there are several particular density profiles
that allow analytical representation of the eigenvalues
and functions. Probably the most general is the follow-
ing profile:
N2z	  
2  
2	 
a1z  a2	
2  a3
2. A7	
It presents a smoothed pycnocline with thickness of
stratified layer Hp and maximum value Np at the
depth Hp (see Fig. Al). Parameters a1, a2, and a3 are
expressed in terms of Hp, Np, and Hp as follows:
a1 
4

Hp
2 1
Np2	4	  
21	2  1Np2  
2	1	2,
a2  Hp, and a3 


Np
2  
2	1	2
.
In a very important particular case N2p k 
2, which
is normally valid for the ocean, parameters a1, a2, a3,
and the buoyancy frequency profile N(z) with a very
good accuracy can be simplified to the following form:
a1 ≅ 4
	Hp
2Np, a2  Hp, a3 ≅ 
	Np
Nz	 ≅
Np

4z  Hp	
2	Hp
2  1
. A8	
In Vlasenko et al. (2005) it is shown that an analytical
solution Eq. (A5) for the considered profile reads
  Aj sinjz1h  expikjx	,
kj  jz1h 2  a1a31/2, j  1, 2, . . . A9	
Here Aj is an arbitrary amplitude of the streamfunction
of jth mode;   [a1(z  a2)
2  a3]
1/2; h  z1(H); and
z1(z) is expressed by the following formula
z1z	 
arctan
a4z  a2	  arctana4a2	
a1a3	
1	2 . A10	
FIG. A1. Analytic representation of the vertical distribution of
buoyancy frequency with parameters Np  0.092 s
1, Hp  3.4 m,
and Hp  6 m.
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Here a4  (a1/a3)
1/2. For practical use the phase speed
cj can be expressed in terms of the parameters of pyc-
nocline Np, Hp, and Hp as follows:
cj  
	kj ≅
NpHp
2pjx	
, A11	
where
pjx	  
 j	
2	arctan1  arctan2	
2  11	2,
1  2
Hp  Hx		Hp, and 2  2Hp	Hp.
APPENDIX B
Energy Flux of Baroclinic Tidal Wave
The equation system (Al) for infinitesimal internal
waves can be rewritten in the form of the law of energy
conservation as follows:
1
2
u2  w2  N22	t  P˜u	x  P˜w	z  0, B1	
where  is the isopycnal wave displacement and t  w.
It is evident from Eq. (Bl) that the change of total
energy within a fluid volume is equal to the total energy
flux through the boundaries of this volume. Consider-
ing the energy flux radiated from the sill’s area, it is
necessary to calculate its horizontal component Jx inte-
grated through a vertical cross section from the free
surface to the bottom:
Jx  
H
0
P˜u dz. B2	
The expressions for the horizontal velocity component
u and the pressure P˜ can be found from system Eq.
(Al). For the smoothed pycnocline Eq. (A7), which al-
lows the analytical solution for the propagating internal
waves Eq. (A9), the functions u and the derivative P˜z
are also expressed analytically as follows:
P˜z 
Aj0
kj
3
sinjz1h  expikjx	 and B3	
u  Aja1z  a2	  jh3 cosjz1h  expikjx	. B4	
Here dependence z1(z) is given by Eq. (A10).
Substituting Eqs. (B3) and (B4) into Eq. (B2) and
integrating through the water column from the bottom
to the surface and applying standard routine proce-
dures, it is possible to find a very simple analytical ex-
pression for the horizontal energy flux Jx:
Jx  0.25
hkjAj
2. B5	
Here an amplitude of the streamfunction Aj of jth baro-
clinic mode can be easily calculated from the maxi-
mum vertical wave displacement, taking into account
that t  w  x.
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